Off-the-shelf pre-trained Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems are an increasingly viable service for companies of any size building speech-based products. While these ASR systems are trained on large amounts of data, domain mismatch is still an issue for many such parties that want to use this service as-is leading to not so optimal results for their task. We propose a simple technique to perform domain adaptation for ASR error correction via machine translation. The machine translation model is a strong candidate to learn a mapping from out-of-domain ASR errors to in-domain terms in the corresponding reference files. We use two off-the-shelf ASR systems in this work: Google ASR (commercial) and the ASPIRE model (open-source). We observe 7% absolute improvement in word error rate and 4 point absolute improvement in BLEU score in Google ASR output via our proposed method. We also evaluate ASR error correction via a downstream task of Speaker Diarization that captures speaker style, syntax, structure and semantic improvements we obtain via ASR correction.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud-based ASR systems are easily available to companies building speech-based products. These products cover a wide-range of use cases like speech transcriptions, language understanding, spoken language translation, information extraction, and summarization. Most of these use-cases involve transcribing speech and then performing various downstream language-processing tasks. In these scenarios, there is a break of domain in two places, one for speech-to-text where pre-trained ASR is trained on different domains of data, and another while optimizing NLP downstream tasks with transcriptions from pre-existing ASR trained on another domain. This is a break that also stems from being unable to train in-house competitive ASR on in-domain data alone, which * Equal contribution
Model Transcript
Reference that's why you're on the coumadin Google ASR that 's why you 're on the cool midi Reference but the coumadin stays there for days Google ASR but the cool molina stays there for days Reference we can use coumadin the same way Google ASR we can use cumin in the same way . Table 1 : Examples from Reference and Google ASR transcription for a particular medical word "Coumadin". We observe the same medical word mis-transcribed in many different ways. In this work, we investigate whether adapting transcription to domain and context can help reduce such errors.
has a lesser chance of out performing pre-trained ASRs on much larger data, even if it is out-of-domain. Towards solving this problem, we propose to carry out ASR error correction via domain adaptation on two pre-existing ASRs: ASPIRE model [1] which is an open-source resource trained on conversational, broadcast, and read speech, and Google Speech API 1 which is trained on large quantities of English speech. We propose to learn an adaptation module that goes from hypothesis of pre-trained ASR towards reference text, in the process, grounding ASR hypothesis to the domain of the data, and learning to fix any systematic errors the pre-trained ASR makes due to domain mismatch. We evaluate the benefits of this adaptation module in terms of ASR output correction or spelling correction i.e. at a syntactic level, semantic level, on a separate speaker diarization model and on word error rate. Improving ASR transcriptions will also improve reader experience and downstream language processing tasks in addition to addressing the domain mismatch problem.
Using the reference texts and pre-trained ASR hypothesis, we have access to data that is in-domain (reference text) and out-of-domain (hypothesis from ASR), both of which are transcriptions of the same speech signal. To learn an adaptation from out-of-domain to in-domain data, we can model the task as an automatic machine translation problem where the translation-module learns to adapt domains by learning differences in style of the data syntactically, semantically and structurally. Using this, we aim to automatically correct any systematic speech recognition errors due to domain mismatch.
While ASR error correction hopes to improve transcription quality, in addition to evaluating in terms of Word Error Rate (WER) at utterance levels, we also evaluate domainspecific errors, medical terms in our case, via a medical WER metric. Additionally, transcription improvement can also be measured using a downstream task of speaker diarization or classification. If the stylistic characteristics of transcription improve, an improvement in the speaker classification task is also expected. In this work, we also evaluate ASR error correction on this task to show its utility.
RELATED WORK
While the need for ASR correction has become more and more prevalent in recent years with the successes of largescale ASR systems, machine translation and domain adaptation for error correction are still relatively unexplored. D'Haro and Banchs [2] first explored the use of machine translation to improve automatic transcription and they applied it to robot commands dataset and human-human recordings of tourism queries dataset. ASR error correction has also been performed based on ontology-based learning in [3] . They investigate the use of including accent of speaker and environmental conditions on the output of pre-trained ASR systems. Their proposed approach centers around bioinspired artificial development for ASR error correction. [4] explore the use of noisy-clean phrase context modeling to improve ASR errors. They try to correct unrecoverable errors due to system pruning from acoustic, language and pronunciation models to restore longer contexts by modeling ASR as a phrase-based noisy transformation channel. Domain adaptation with off-the-shelf ASR has been tried for pure speech recognition tasks in high and low resource scenarios with various training strategies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] but the goal of these models was to build better ASR systems that are robust to domain change. [11] explore medical regimen extraction on the corpus we use in this work, which is another application where domain adaptation for ASR transcription can help improve the quality of domain-specific downstream tasks.
DOMAIN ADAPTATION FOR ERROR CORRECTION
Using the reference texts and pre-trained ASR hypothesis, we have access to parallel data that is in-domain (reference text) and out-of-domain (hypothesis from ASR), both of which are transcriptions of the same speech signal. With this parallel data, we now frame the adaptation task as a translation problem, and also describe the speaker diarization model.
Machine Translation Models
Sequence-to-Sequence Models : Sequence-to-sequence (S2S) models [12] have been applied to various sequence learning tasks including speech recognition and machine translation. Attention mechanism [13] is used to align the input with the output sequences in these models. The encoder is a deep stacked Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and the decoder is usually a shallower uni-directional RNN acting as a language model for decoding the input sequence into either the transcription (ASR) or the translation (MT). Attention-based S2S models do not require alignment information between the source and target data, hence useful for monotonic and non-monotonic sequence-mapping tasks. In our work, we are mapping ASR output to reference hence it is a monotonic mapping task where we use this model.
Transformers : Transformers [14] are another common model architecture for machine translation that performed better than S2S models for certain datasets. Unlike S2S models, the Transformer model uses self-attention layers instead of RNNs to model varying length sequences. Self-attention layers also have a better capacity to learn longer range dependencies which is a challenge for RNNs. This makes this model another ideal candidate for us to try for this task.
Speaker Diarization Model
We use a hierarchical bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) [15] in an S2S type architecture to output a speaker role label, either Doctor or P atient, for each utterance. Similar to machine translation in this work, each utterance is treated independently without any context from surrounding utterances for the speaker diarization model as well.
In the model architecture, first we use ELMo [16] as a contextual embedder to encode words with their context in each utterance. The encoder which is a combination of a BLSTM and word-level attention mechanism, encodes all the words in an utterance U n , into a fixed-length representation u n , as:
The decoder is a BLSTM layer followed by a sigmoid layer (operating on the BLSTM's hidden states). Utterance representation from the encoder is then used by the decoder to provide utterance level context when classifying each utterance. It produces the classification probabilityŝ n , corresponding to an utterance U n , using it's representation u n from the encoder as:
To train the network we use a binary cross-entropy loss function, given by L n = −(s n log(ŝ n ) + (1 − s n )log(1 −ŝ n )).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Dataset
We use a dataset of 3807 de-identified Doctor-Patient conversations containing 288,475 utterances split randomly into 230,781 training utterances and 28,847 for validation and test each. The total vocabulary for the machine translation task is 12,934 words in the ASR output generated using Google API and ground truth files annotated by humans in the training set. We only train word-based translation models in this study to match ASR transcriptions and ground truth with further downstream evaluations. There are 70.9% of utterances with the Doctor label and remaining are Patient labels in the train set. Speaker diarization labels are human annotated and utterance level diarization is obtained using alignment across different ASR outputs and reference text (details below).
To choose domain-specific medical words, we use a pre-defined ontology by Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [17] , giving us an exhaustive list of over 20,000 medications. First, each alternative name for the same medication in the list is regarded as a new medication name. Second, we keep only one word medications and remove alternate names. Furthermore, we filter out one letter entries, and medications with just a single or no occurrence in our ground truth test set. This results in a list of 200 most commonly occurring medications in the ground truth test set.
Alignment:
Since the ground truth is at utterance level, and ASR system output transcripts are at word level, specific alignment handling techniques are required to match the output of multiple ASR systems. This is achieved using utterance level timing information i.e., start and end time of an utterance, and obtaining the corresponding words in the ASR system output transcript based on word-level timing information (start and end time of each word). To make sure same utterance ID is used across all ASR outputs and the ground truth, we first process our primary ASR output transcripts from Google Cloud Speech API based on the ground truth and create random training, validation and test splits. For each ground truth utterance in these dataset splits, we also generate corresponding utterances from ASPIRE output transcripts similar to the process mentioned above. This results in two datasets corresponding to Google Cloud Speech and ASPIRE ASR models, where utterance IDs are conserved across datasets. However, this does lead to ASPIRE dataset having a lesser utterances as we process Google ASR outputs first in an effort maximize the size of our primary ASR model dataset.
Pre-trained ASR
We use the Google Cloud Speech API for Google ASR transcription and the JHU ASPIRE model [1] as two off-the-shelf 
Evaluations
With the ultimate aim being ASR error correction based on domain adaptation, we can evaluate across many transcriptionbased evaluations: word error rate at utterance level, medical word error rate capturing domain-specific changes, BLEU scores capturing syntactic structure of outputs, and speaker diarization evaluation capturing speaker style, vocabulary, semantics and structure. Speaker diarization results and Medical WER, which is essentially WER calculated for each of 200 medications as described in 4.1, are evaluated on Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 score.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Transcription Quality
In Table 2 we compare the system performances on Google ASR and ASPIRE model in terms of WER and BLEU score improvement using S2S models. We consistently see significant gains in both the metrics by adapting the model. For Google ASR, the gains are more prominent with an absolute improvement of 7% in WER and a 4 point absolute improvement in BLEU scores for the same model. On the same data, the Transformer model performs much badly, with a WER of 92.2 and BLEU score of 0.06, which we believe is due to less training data (similarly trained models used 21 times more data [14] ). We observe smaller but significant gains on ASPIRE model output in comparison to Google ASR which might be due to no punctuation in the ASPIRE model output.
While we could strip the Google ASR output of punctuation for a better comparison, it is an extra post-processing step and breaks the direct output modeling pipeline. If necessary, we can insert punctuation into ASPIRE model and our references as well.
In Table 3 , we measure the transcript improvement specifically with respect to domain specific terms, in our case, med- Table 4 : Results for speaker diarization.
ical words. We observe a high recall which shows that the model is able to generate medical words in the adapted model than it could in the ASR output alone. We see consistent improvements in Google ASR and ASPIRE model output.
Speaker Diarization
The purpose of using speaker diarization as a downstream task is to see if our machine translation model can learn to correct ASR errors based on speakers i.e., speaker style, speaker vocabulary, and syntactic, structural and semantic nuances. To this effect, we observe in Table 4 that our model learns to do exactly that. The results are higher for the Doctor than for the Patient class on the reference text itself which could be due to higher number of utterances spoken by the Doctor.
For Patient utterances, we observe similar improvement trends for both the ASR model outputs. Overall, we get a 9% percent improvement in Recall, 6% increase in F1 score and 1% drop in Precision in the Google ASR outputs, where as for the ASPIRE model outputs we get a 7% percent improvement in Recall and an 4% overall improvement in F1 score even though Precision drops by 2 %.
Qualitative Analysis
We look at the top 3 most frequent and least frequent medical terms in Table 5 and compute Medical WER on them in the ASR output and with the S2S adapted model to look closer at the F1 scores for domain-specific terms. More the number of medical term occurrences, more the model learns to predict them that leads to higher improvements in Recall and F1 scores. In the case of Coumadin, we are able to recover from the different ASR mistakes shown in Table 1 Table 5 : Qualitative analysis of Medical WER changes for 3 most frequent and least frequent medical words. Looking at the domain specific words highlights the utility of our model.
CONCLUSION
We present a study to show that off-the-shelf ASR systems outputs can be optimized for specific domains as a postprocessing step if we have access to the ASR hypothesis and reference texts via domain adaptation and machine translation. This method makes it viable for many domain specific applications and is easy to implement. We evaluate for ASR quality improvements: WER and BLEU scores, as well as specific improvements on domain specific terms like medical words in our case, and on a downstream task of speaker diarization that is directly affected by transcription quality. We see significant gains in the ASR transcription quality. Using the adaptation module, we can improve the generation of domain-specific words which the ASR mis-recognizes, and also improve speaker diarization. In the future, we want to try more translation models to optimize for domain adaptation. We will also explore the use of the audio signal to improve domain-specific information but as a post-processing step rather than optimizing an entire speech recognition system which may not be viable in all cases.
